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About This Game

Wise Rulers know their kingdom will fall,
Brave Rulers do not despair.

Great Rulers know their riches can rule,
And spend every coin with great care.

In Kingdom, each coin spent can tip the balance between prosperity and decay. Attend to your domain, border to border, or
venture into the wild to discover its wonders and its threats. Master the land, build your defenses, and when the darkness comes,

stand with your people, crown on your head, until the very end.

Gameplay
Kingdom is a 2D sidescrolling strategy/resource management hybrid with a minimalist feel wrapped in a beautiful, modern pixel

art aesthetic. Play the role of a king or queen atop their horse and enter a procedurally generated realm primed to sustain a
kingdom, then toss gold to peasants and turn them into your loyal subjects in order to make your kingdom flourish. Protect your
domain at night from the greedy creatures looking to steal your coins and crown, and explore the nearby, mysterious forests to

discover curious and cryptic artifacts to aid your kingdom.
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Title: Kingdom: Classic
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Noio, Licorice
Publisher:
Raw Fury
Franchise:
Kingdom
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 512 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Norwegian,Swedish
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SURPRISE! One more chance to get Kingdom: Classic for free!:
Happy Holidays from your pals at Raw Fury. We wanted to spread the Kingdom love one more time before the Christmas break
so we're giving folks another chance to score Kingdom for free!

Give your friends the easiest gift of all time: A free game! Details here:

http://rawfury.com/giveaway/. Update v1.0.3 Live:
Hi Epic Rulers of Land Sidescroll!

We have a new update fresh off the presses... build monkey... farm, or something like that. This update is focused on some
critical bugs and very light on gameplay changes. As always, we'll keep updating the game with fixes and further down the road
some new content. Once plans are locked in place we'll share as much as we can with you. Thanks for the support! :)

Fixes. Kingdom 1.2.0 Open Beta v4 is Live:
We're getting closer thanks to everyone's amazing feedback and bug reports. Our hope is this update gets us to a release client.
So beat this update to pieces! :)

Fixes. Kingdom: New Lands is now out!:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/496300

It's here, it's here! It's finally here! Kingdom: New Lands is now available for Windows / Mac / Linux. You can grab it for
$14.99 / €14.99 / £11.99, plus throw in a few more bucks if you want the soundtrack (which includes new songs too).

We can’t express just how much we appreciate the Kingdom community for being so patient while we tested New Lands, you all
are the best. Now, go forth and journey into these New Lands and make your Kingdom flourish again.

And you'll notice that Kingdom: Classic's store page is now removed as intended. New Lands is the main game going forward!
(We'll still be hanging out here too though don't worry)
. Update v1.1.0 Is Live!:
Hello fellow dwellers of Sidescroller Land!

There comes a day in every kingdom’s lifespan where new and wondrous technologies are adopted that change the face of a
kingdom forever. Today is such a day in Kingdom. After tinkering with this newly added feature you’ll find that managing
particular aspects of your kingdom will be much more efficient. However, in the spirit of discovery, we aren’t telling you
exactly how to access this new endeavor. Read the notes below for a hint, oh sovereign leader, and best of luck taking your land
back from the Greed!

Gameplay Changes
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